when your
event needs to
make an
indelible
impression...
Synergix is the
ultimate choice

about us
Events aren't just about having
fun. Of course, fun is a crucial
factor - but the important thing is
to craft something unique and to
create an event so impactful that
will live on in your guests'
memories for years to come

the history
At Synergix, we have been in the
business of achieving exactly that
for 25 years. Our passion has
always been the provision of
professional services for themed
events, conferences and
incentives, and our highlyexperienced team has been
dedicated to this since 1993.

our services
Today, we are proud to have secured
our position as the leader in this
dynamic sector. Creativity, reliability and
unwavering standards are primarily what
set us apart, but it also comes down to
the fact that we truly love what we do –
dreaming up, engineering and
facilitating the very best events in Malta.
Of course, our service culture also sits at
the heart of everything we do. From
training our own team to provide
nothing but the best, to working with
suppliers who share our central service
culture, we know that our people can
make all the difference and we have the
contacts to deliver.
The result is Synergix. An amalgamation
of elements that combine to provide you
with a complete solution for your next
tailor-made event – taking ideas from
concept stage to completion, and
guaranteeing your occasion is truly
memorable for all the right reasons.

Immerse yourself in a
romantic setting and
allow guests to feel like
Royalty.
With welcome drinks
upon arrival and a live
band to set the tone,
your guests will surely
have a great time.

A Red Affair
Guests are greeted by stilt walkers and a saxophone player
while receiving a red-carpet treatment upon arrival, before
immersing themselves in an all red themed night.
Greeted by 4 Cabaret-like Dancers in red costumes for the
welcome drink and followed by a live band, then it’s time to let
go and dance to more upbeat music by the band itself & DJ
music as the finale.

General Setting
▪ 50 x fire bowls along the red carpet on each side
▪ A red carpet with gold glitter is laid along the entrance pathway that leads into
the dinner area.
▪ A Photo Wall so guests can take photos as a memento
▪ Surrounded by a spread of red petals & confetti (ideally on a black or white
runner) (or vice versa – black or white petals on red runner), black table top
candelabras with red candles adorn the tables and dress them in keeping with
the red theme. Acrylic light up candelabras can also be another option as table
centre pieces.
▪ Red balloon bouquets placed at different points of the hall complement the
whole atmosphere and adds a celebratory taste.
▪ The dining hall is warmed up by red uplighters, a stage is set up for the band
and DJ desk complete with stage/dance lights/effect rigged on a truss and a
disco speakers rig.
▪ Various light up furniture can also be lit up in a red colours including light up
cubes and spheres, light up bistro tables and light up bar.
▪ Round tables are covered in red with a white or black overlay, having the chairs
covered in white or black and a red ribbon tied in a bow to the back. (table
linen and chair covers from Caterer).

Programme Outline
Welcome

• A stilt walker dressed in red greets the guests outside the venue by juggling
(and maybe playing with fire).
• Stationed around the entrance pathway, there is a Saxophone solo player
dressed in black with a red tie/ bow and black hat, surrounded by 4 Cabaret-like
Dancers also in costume that swing along to the music.
• Guests are kept in good company by the Saxophone Player and the Cabaret
Dancers, until it’s time to invite them over to dinner. This is when the cabaret
dancers start walking towards the hall and invite guests to walk in.

Dinner
▪ Live music played by the band, greets the guests once they step inside. It is the
music that will keep guests entertained throughout dinner roaming from one
table to the other, picking guests to sing along and compete with the other
tables.
▪ Meanwhile, a team of entertainers including a table-hopping magician and
caricature/portrait artist are amusing guests with their tricks and talent. Many
guests would surely get involved in all the thrill of close-up magic; singing with
Roaming Band and others will take back home their own caricature/portrait as a
memento.

After Party
▪ As soon as dessert is served, the party zone comes to life with an explosion of
sound and lights. Getting the hint, guests leave their tables to spend the rest of
the evening in a vibrant ‘club’ environment energized by DJ music. Some guests
let go on the dance floor; others prefer hanging around the bar area and bistro
tables. Whatever guests decide to do, the DJ keeps it going.

Optional Activity
Interested in adding a themed activity as an ice-breaker to enhance your evening
or day activities? Contact us for a list of activities and quote accordingly

“Start the car
I know a whoopee spot
Where the gin is cold
But the piano's hot
It's just a noisy hall
Where there's a nightly
brawl
And all that
Jazz”

All That’s Jazz
Guests are greeted by street performers and a saxophone player
while receiving a red carpet treatment upon arrival, before immersing
themselves in black on white!
Greeted by 4 Cabaret Dancers for the Welcome Drink, Followed by a
Live Roving Jazz band, Then, it’s time to let go to the sounds of a 22
piece Brass Band & DJ music as the finale.

General Setting
▪ 50 x fire bowls along the red carpet on each side
▪ A red carpet is laid along the entrance pathway that leads into the
welcome area.
▪ A Photo Wall so guests can take photos as a memento
▪ The dining hall is warmed up by uplighters a stage is set up for the
band and DJ desk complete with stage/dance lights/effect rigged
on a truss and a disco speakers rig.
▪ Round tables are covered in white linen with a black overlay,
having half of the chairs covered in white and the other half in
black around each table (table linen and chair covers from Caterer).

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪ A fire juggler greets the guests outside the venue by juggling and playing with
fire.
▪ Stationed around the entrance pathway, there is a Saxophone solo player
dressed in black with a white tie and black hat, surrounded by 4 Cabaret
Dancers that swing along to the music.
▪ Guests are kept in good company by the Saxophone Player and the Cabaret
Dancers, until it’s time to invite them over to dinner. This is when the cabaret
dancers start walking towards the hall and invite guests to walk in.

Dinner & Finale
▪
▪

▪
▪

Live jazz music, greets the guests once they step inside. It is the music that
will keep guests entertained throughout dinner roaming from one table to
the other, picking guests to sing along and compete with the other tables.
Meanwhile, a team of entertainers including a table-hopping magician and
caricature/portrait artist are amusing guests with their tricks and talent. Many
guests would surely get involved in all the thrill of close-up magic; singing
with Roaming Band and others will take back home their own
caricature/portrait as a memento.
After Dessert, a burst of music and lights introduces a change of scene – a
whole Brass Band will start playing with the tune of Peter Gunn.…. The
Versatile Brass Band will walk on stage and the partying starts.
After 45 minutes of high powered swing music the DJ joins in playing
together with the Band creating good fusion between swing and dance
music,, many would surely find the DJ music too tempting. And the DJ makes
sure to keep it going… spinning one dance beat after another till the end of
the evening

Optional Activity
Interested in adding a themed activity as an ice-breaker to enhance your evening
or day activities? Contact us for a list of activities and quote accordingly

It all revolves around
the concept of the sea.

Aloha
At the entrance hostesses adorn the guests with a Flower garland.
The naked flames play a major role supported by ambience lighting.
During dinner the live music duo will keep the guests in good
company.
After the first course is cleared, a troupe of dancers take the stage to
perform a 10 minute spot with fire playing and hip swinging. Then it’s
all up to the duo to make the guests move their feet with upbeat
music.

General Setting
▪ Warming up the general atmosphere, fire-bowls are arranged
around the event area. Ambience and stage lighting comes from
LED RGB floods. A sound system is set up for the live music duo
and entertainment.
▪ Deck Chairs and chill-out seating: assorted puffs/cushions and
loose carpets around low tables with small candles. LED RGB bar
counter & bistro tables add an exotic touch.

Programme Outline
Welcome and Dinner Time
▪ Approaching the event area, the attention of the guests is drawn towards a
fire-juggler. Offered aperitifs and flowered garland upon arrival, guests enjoy
the seaside atmosphere.
▪ The live duo keeps guests in good company throughout the evening.
▪ Half-way through, guests are treated to a captivating show – With swinging
bellies and dancing flames, the female performers stroll around the tables
moving to the rhythm; whilst the fire juggler ads that extra flare to the scene.

After-dinner Chill-out
▪ Soon as the show is over, the duo changes the scene with upbeat music that
will surly get guests moving to the beat.
Optional Activity
Interested in adding a themed activity as an ice-breaker to enhance your evening
or day activities? Contact us for a list of activities and quote accordingly

Valletta, like any other
capital city in the world,
always has a meeting
place for business
people, leaders and
artists alike. Being the
centre of the nation, it
provides all the needs
the people came to look
for, but one has to know
where to go for every
particular need.

Animated Valletta Tour
This tour is going to take you through Valletta … a different and
unorthodox route, in search of Sex in the city.

Strait Street:
Spot #1 Prostitute & Noble Man, dressed in period costumes of
the Knights era
Since the Knights era, ladies of the night used to wear a particular style of
clothing, and men seeking their pleasure used to follow a pattern as to
attract their attention. This part of the tour will lead you down to an area
close to the Victoria Gate where you will follow a small re-enactment of
such an incident.

Spot #2 Prostitute, Barman & Drunken Sailor, dressed in period
costumes of the British era; personal props
On the other hand, during the British rule, ladies of leisure were easier to
come across. Your walk will take you through the notorious “Strada Stretta”
(translated from Italian to Tight street) where the servicemen would go and
forage seeking a good drink and a lady for the night. Here our animators
will recreate a typical post war scene of a sailor being offered booze by the
bartender while a prostitute working in the same bar tries to get the sailor’s
attention.

Other themes guests can find along the way…

Barrakka Gardens:
Karawett (peanuts) Vendor
1 x Character as 'karawett' street vendor, dressed in typical traditional
costume; edible shelled peanuts; personal props.
Guests are attracted by the attention of the yelling coming from a typical
local ‘karawett’ vendor. The vendor invited guests over & guide encourages
guests to accept the invitation. In his enticement to get guests buying, the
vendor starts filling up small paper bags with peanuts and gives them to
guests. Overtaken by his own enthusiasm, the over-friendly vendor ends up
giving away all his peanuts! Besides his expression of ‘how stupid’, vendor
looks at the empty bottom of his basket puzzled & confused…

Grandmaster’s Palace Tour – c/o client

Grandmaster
2x Lance Bearers
Guests are welcomed at the Grandmaster’s Palace by the Grandmaster
himself. Giving a brief description about his Palace he welcomes them and
invites them to visit his Palace. (in English)

Other themes guests can find along the way…

St. John’s Co Cathedral Tour – c/o client (less than 2 hours)

Captain of the Guards
2 Page Boys
Standing on Guard outside the Cathedral guests are welcomed by the
Captain of the Guards and his two page boys who welcome the guests and
invites them to tour the Cathedral (permits to be taken care of by the client)

Mattia Preti in St. Johns Cathedral

Optional Activity
Interested in adding a themed activity as an ice-breaker, or even treasure
hunt to enhance your evening or day activities? Contact us for a list of
activities and quote accordingly

Aristocratique
Guests travel in style aboard vintage/classic cars! Hosted by characters and
entertainers, court dancing included, guests spend the rest of the evening
in good company of table-hoppers.

General Setting
Welcome and Dining Area
▪ The flickering flames coming from fire-bowls enhance the atmosphere.
Show music is pumped through a speaker sound system.

Programme Outline
Warm-Up
▪ Walking out of the hotel, guests are in for a surprise! Soon, they find out
that vintage/classic cars are their means of transport!

Welcome
▪ Arriving at the Palazzo, guests are ushered out of the vintage/classic cars
by the two pageboys. Having passed the two torchbearers in hooded
cloaks at the entrance, guests are greeted by the violinist and six noble
ladies under the patronage of a Baron and Baroness.
▪ Served aperitifs upon entering the gardens, guests are amused by the
fire-play performed by the juggler and fire-eater. Once all guests arrive,
the noble couple, noble ladies and violinist join the two fire-players to
entertain guests with music and hosting.
▪ Then, the six noble ladies assemble at a vantage point and interpret the
lifestyle of ladies at the court in a circa ten-minute dance show
performed to playback music. Soon as the dance show is over, the noble
couple declare the banquet open and invite guests to sit at their tables.

Dinnertime
▪ Two table-hoppers keep guests in good company throughout the meal:
many guests get involved in all the thrill of close-up illusion, performed
by the magician; some others carry back home their image, sketched by
the caricature/portrait artist.

Optional Activity
Interested in adding a themed activity as an ice-breaker, or even treasure
hunt to enhance your evening or day activities? Contact us for a list of
activities and quote accordingly

Black & Gold
Guests are greeted by
stilt walkers and a
saxophone player while
receiving a red (black)
carpet treatment upon
arrival, before
immersing themselves
in black and gold!
Greeted by 4 Cabaretlike Dancers for the
Welcome Drink,
Followed by a Live
Roving Jazz band, Then,
it’s time to let go to the
sounds of a 22 piece
Brass Band & DJ music
as the finale.

General Setting
▪

50x fire bowls along the red carpet on each side

▪

A black carpet with gold glitter is laid along the entrance pathway that
leads into the dinner area.

▪

A Photo Wall so guests can take photos as a memento

▪

Surrounded by a spread of black petals & black and gold confetti
(ideally on a gold runner) (or vice versa – gold petals on black runner),
black table top candelabras with gold candles adorn the tables and
dress them in keeping with the black and gold theme.

▪

Gold stars are setup hanging from the ceiling and black and gold
balloon bouquets placed at different points of the hall complement the
whole atmosphere and adds a celebratory taste.

▪

The dining hall is warmed up by uplighters a stage is set up for the
band and DJ desk complete with stage/dance lights/effect rigged on a
truss and a disco speakers rig.

▪

Round tables are covered in gold with a black overlay, having the
chairs covered in black and gold ribbon tied in a bow to the back.
(table linen and chair covers from Caterer).

Programme Outline
Welcome & Dinnertime
▪

A stilt walker dressed in black and gold greets the guests outside the
venue by juggling (and maybe playing with fire).

▪

Stationed around the entrance pathway, there is a Saxophone solo
player dressed in black with a gold tie/ bow and black hat, surrounded
by 4 Cabaret-like Dancers also in costume that swing along to the
music.

▪

Guests are kept in good company by the Saxophone Player and the
Cabaret Dancers, until it’s time to invite them over to dinner. This is
when the cabaret dancers start walking towards the hall and invite
guests to walk in.

Dinnertime
▪ Live jazz music, played by the Naked Versatile Brass Band, greets the
guests once they step inside. It is the music that will keep guests
entertained throughout dinner roaming from one table to the other,
picking guests to sing along and compete with the other tables.
▪ Meanwhile, a team of entertainers including a table-hopping magician
and caricature/portrait artist are amusing guests with their tricks and
talent. Many guests would surely get involved in all the thrill of close-up
magic; singing with Roaming Band and others will take back home their
own caricature/portrait as a memento.

After Party Options
▪

▪

After Dessert, a burst of music and lights introduces a change of scene
– the whole Brass Versatile Brass Band will start playing with the tune
of Peter Gunn.…. The Versatile Brass Band will walk on stage and the
partying starts.
After 45 minutes of high powered swing music the DJ joins in playing
together with the Band creating good fusion between swing and dance
music, many would surely find the DJ music too tempting. And the DJ
makes sure to keep it going… spinning one dance beat after another
till the end of the evening.

Alternatively,
▪

Soon as dessert is served, the party zone comes to life with an
explosion of sound and lights. Getting the hint, guests leave their
tables to spend the rest of the evening in a vibrant ‘club’ environment
energized by DJ music. Some guests let go on the dance floor; others
prefer hanging around the bar area and bistro tables. Whatever guests
decide to do, the DJ keeps it going.

Optional Activity
Interested in adding a themed activity as an ice-breaker, or even treasure
hunt to enhance your evening or day activities? Contact us for a list of
activities and quote accordingly

Come shake your
groove thing on a
lighted dance floor
under the giant disco
ball. Get your groove
on with one of our
hottest events! The
dance floor is
pulsating with lights
to the sounds of the
70s, 80s and more.
The DJ will help you
dance the night away
with the Roller Girls,
Boogie Dancers and
Hoola Hoop Girls…

Boogie Nights
Once the music kicks in guests will be ‘Stayin Alive’ as they ’Get down and
Boogie’ as disco fever hits town!

General setting

▪ 1970’s themed disco hits are playing in the background to set the mood.
▪ Tables are adorned with coloured centre pieces and named after
celebrities/bands from the 1970’s era; complete with themed table cars,
retro daisy confetti and dazzling helium balloon clusters.
▪ Mirror balls set the disco vibe as well as light-up bistro tables, a full lightup bar, colourful puffs and Foil curtains that are set as a DJ Backdrop.
▪ A smoke machine, wireless uplighters and disco lights allow guests to
feel immersed in the 1970’s.

Boogie Nights
Programme Outline
Welcome
▪ Arriving at the venue, guests are welcomed with pre-dinner drinks
served by Groovettes whilst 1970’s tunes are playing in the background
to set in the mood.

After Dinner
▪ Once dinner is over and the music kicks in, guests will be ‘Stayin’ Alive’
and ‘Get down to Boogie’ as the disco fever hits town!
Optional Activity
Interested in adding a themed activity as an ice-breaker, or even treasure
hunt to enhance your evening or day activities? Contact us for a list of
activities and quote accordingly

Cabaret Shows
Theme Musicals and movies
Some of the songs sung by the singers,
amongst others will be:
(Depending on singers availability)
▪ Phantom of the opera
▪ Joseph and his amazing tech dream coat
▪ Les Misérables
▪ Grease
▪ Abba medley
▪ James Bond
▪ Diamonds are a girl’s best friend

Cabaret Show (2 hours) 2
singers for 1 hour and
cabaret show
x4 dancers for 1 hour
after main course till
coffee
2 vocalists and 4 dancers –
first hour vocalists – second
hour dancers and vocalists

For the music during the meal, Cover versions by Michael Bublé,
Frank Sinatra and more will be included.
For the Cabaret Show the dances will include the following:
▪ Viva Las Vegas
▪ Cabaret – Lisa Minnelli
▪ Burlesque – Film
▪ Diamonds – Moulin rouge
▪ Sun and Sea – River dance
▪ Gypsy – Lord of Dance
▪ Andalucía – Spanish
▪ Swing – 1940’s
▪ Copa Cabana
▪ Belly Dance
▪ Staying alive

Casino Royale
General Setting

Spend your night in a
James Bond themed
atmosphere. With
welcome drinks upon
arrival and magicians
doing card tricks,
your guests will
surely have a great
time.

▪ A Red carpet will welcome guests guiding them inside the venue
▪ A Photo wall is set so guests can have photos taken as a memento
▪ Projections of James Bond Movie are set-up to immerse guests in the
scene.
▪ The Dining area is warmed up by uplighters and a stage is set up for the
band.
▪ Round Tables are covered in gold with a black overlay, having the chairs
covered in black and gold ribbon tied in a bow to the back. (table linen
and chair covers from Caterer). Light-up centre pieces enhance the table
décor.
▪ Casino tables ( Roulette, Poker and Blackjack) are set in the “after party”
area for guests to enjoy after dinner.
▪ A DJ Desk complete with stage/dance lights/ effects rigged on a truss
and disco speakers ready for the afterparty.

Programme Outline
Welcome & Dinnertime
▪ A Saxophonist welcomes guests playing welcoming tunes
▪ A Master of Ceremonies impersonating James Bond together with 2
Bond Girls greets guests and mingle until it’s time for dinner.
▪ Once the dining area is prepared, the Master of Ceremonies asks guests
to move into the dining area for dinner while the Bond girls escort
guests inside.
▪ Live jazz music greets the guests once they step inside. It is the music
that will keep guests entertained throughout dinner
▪ Meanwhile, a table-hopping magician amuses guests with his tricks and
talent. Many guests would surely get involved in all the thrill of close-up
magic;
▪ Once dinner is concluded, The Bond girls enter the dining area elegantly
and distribute casino chips to guests whilst The master of Ceremonies
announces that the Casino tables are now open and gambling may
commence.

After Party Options
▪ Guests make their way to the casino area where they are greeted by
elegantly dress Croupiers.
▪ The party zone comes to life with an explosion of sound and lights.
Getting the hint, guests leave their tables to spend the rest of the
evening in a vibrant ‘club’ environment energized by DJ music. Some
guests let go on the dance floor; others prefer hanging around the bar
area and bistro tables or even gambling. Whatever guests decide to do,
the DJ keeps it going.

Optional Activity
Why not add an activity during the day that will combine perfectly with the
theme?
Bubbly Bond
Everybody enjoys a glass of wine or champagne when out at sea. However, not
everybody expects their bubbly to come down a cliff before being served. Holding
a tray of champagne glasses, our Bond waiters will abseil the cliffs of Comino onto
jet skis which will then circle the vessel before they actually board the participants’
vessel and serving them each a glass of bubbly. It’s all about making their
experience in Malta an unforgettable one served in Synergix Bond style!
Our actors will find the right moment to board the vessel with the surprized clients
trying to figure out how to react to the situation. At this stage our actors can
interact with the clients as they present them with precious stashes such as
Champagne and cigars. Free time for the clients to use make of the jet skis is
also possible.

Cirque d’Extravaganza!
Treat your guests to close up antics and allow them to clown around with
jugglers, fire performers, mimes, balancers, swords fights and sword
swallower. Some guests might get into some belly swinging and others get
a close encounter with the live snake. The possibilities are endless. Let our
circus themed stilt walkers and the outrageous Ring Master do all the work,
providing your guests with a friendly meet and greet with laughs and light
hearted entertainment throughout the night. Join in the fun and
experiment with the band for a drumming session with various different
types of props. Go all out with popcorn and candy floss stands.

Dress up the venue with red and gold draping to create the authentic big
top. Uplighters and moving heads illuminate the venue to create stunning
light effects. Dress your tables with our light up table centre pieces, lit in
the colour of your choice.

Arriving at the venue
guests are greeted by
amazing fire jugglers
and stunning stilt
walkers. The ringmaster
is your host for the
night so allow him to
welcome you to his
Cirque D’Extravaganza!

Greeted in custom
to 'the times of the
knights', it is the
grand master
himself who wishes
all bon appetite’!
All is left in the
hands of a band
and table-hoppers
to keep guests in
good company
throughout dinner.
Guests spend the
rest of the evening
partying to DJ
music in a sizzling
club atmosphere.

Do it knightly
General Setting
▪

A red carpet is laid in front of the entrance to the venue and along the
stairways leading down to La Valette Hall.

▪

A red curtain is set up at La Valette Hall, dividing it into the welcome
and dining areas. A set of freestanding knights banners (circa 4M high)
are placed in front of the partitions, set at one end of the hall behind
which caterers organise one of their work-stations. A set of
freestanding candelabra (circa 2M high / holding 17 pillar candles
each) enhance the ambience of the hall that is warmed-up by fixed uplighters. Surrounded by a spread of petals and leaves, table top
candelabras will adorn the tables and dress them up in keeping with
the knight’s era.

▪

A stage is set at a vantage point of the dining area for use of the band
and any speeches – complete with a basic stage lighting scheme. A
sound system will be set up in both areas: one catering for playback
background music during the welcome drink and declaration of the
opening of the banquet; the other for the entertainment.

▪

Party zone is warmed-up by: LED pars on stands, a stage is set up for
the DJ.

▪

Light up bar counter, bistro tables and chill out area is set up for guests
to mingle.

Programme Outline
Welcome & Ceremonials
▪ Lined up along a red carpet laid in front of the entrance, there is an
entourage of ceremonial guards who await the arrival of the guests
under the patronage of a noble couple. There are trumpeters, drummers
and torchbearers. Lance bearers stand on guard in front of the red
curtain at La Valette Hall.
▪ Having received a fanfare salute and a warm welcome by the noble
couple, guests are invited to enter by walking on the red carpet all the
way down to La Valette Hall.
▪ Once all guests arrive and served aperitifs, the trumpeters and drummers
parade in escorting the noble couple who declare the banquet open. The
lance bearers draw the curtain open to the sound of fanfares. Guests are
invited to walk in.
▪ Once all are seated the Master of Ceremonies announces the
Grandmaster; who walks in with his page boys (previously torch bearers)
carrying the ceremonial sword and all it takes for the issuance of the
Knighting ceremony.
▪ The grand master’s short greetings are followed by his message that is
read out by the noble man. Guests are then asked to stand up and join
hands to receive the grand master’s blessings that comes under the form
of a recital of a prayer in Latin. The proclamation of the knighting
ceremony follows. The ‘chosen ones’ are called out to be vested and
receive… the tap of the grand sword on their shoulders… the eightpointed cross pendant and certificate… the grand master’s embrace…
and finally, the applause from their peers! The grand master delivers his
winding-up speech ending with a ‘bon appetite’ and takes his exit. All
others follow.

Programme Outline

Dinnertime & Finale
▪ Keeping guests in good company throughout the meal, a jazz band,
table-hopping magicians enter the scene to amuse guests with the thrill
of close-up illusion.
▪ Short performances varying from belly dancing, snake handling,, sword
swallowing etc may also be including in between courses.
▪ Soon as coffee is served, the party zone comes to life with an explosion
of sound and lights. Getting the hint, guests leave their tables to spend
the rest of the evening in a vibrant ‘club’ environment energized by DJ
music. Some guests let go on the dance floor; others prefer hanging
around the bar area and bistro tables. Whatever guests decide to do, the
DJ keeps it going.

Optional Activity
Why not add an activity during the day that will combine perfectly with the
theme?
History in Motion
Each team is given a digital video camera, a briefing on the history of the city and
information about the main attractions of the city. The teams must then shoot
their script at different locations, whilst at the same time experiencing the
historical and cultural treasures that the city has to offer.
Working under a strict deadline, the teams must hand in their footage so that it
can be professionally edited overnight in time for a grand premiere of the work on
the following day when teams watch their creations on the big screen during the
Themed Evening the night after.

Learning outcomes
Becoming a highly efficient on location filming crew is a demanding challenge
Teams will need to carefully plan resources, divide into clear roles presenters,
camera crew, sound, location management, props and of course director. Clearly
serious teamwork will be essential for success in this anything but serious event.

Key business benefits
▪ Stimulating Creativity
▪ Memorable destination activity

▪ Supports teamwork initiatives
▪ Exploring Excellence
▪ Fun!

Optional Activity 2
In the Footsteps of the Knights

Delegates participate in small teams, each with the task of searching Valletta’s
streets for animators who will give them further information about the locations
they will be visiting. Upon encountering each animator, the teams are asked a
series of questions Gold coins are awarded to each team depending on the
number of questions answered correctly. Teams are also given a digital camera
which they must employ to complete photo challenges along the way to win extra
points. Honour and nobility await those who follow in the footsteps of the Knights.

Learning outcomes
This unique treasure hunt is an original and fun way of exploring Valletta’s
historical treasures. Apart from being quite possibly the only treasure hunt to
take place in a UNESCO World Heritage site, it is also a great event that exercises
people’s ability to work together as a team. Successful completion of the event
depends on teamwork, keen observation and creativity.

Key business benefits
▪ Memorable Destination Activity
▪ Stimulates Creativity
▪ Problem Solving

▪ Communication Skills
▪ Encourages strategic thinking

Optional Activity 3
Knights Chase iChallenge
Our Knights Chase iChallenge showcases culture and modern technology at its
best, as teams embark on a treasure hunt to discover the secrets of Vittoriosa
whilst completing fun challenges. Our unique app operates on handheld devices,
and its unique “follow arrow” guides teams to a series of waypoints. On arrival at
each destination, participants work together to complete GPS triggered challenges
issued by the app. These include questions, cryptic clues, photographic criteria and
timed tasks tailored to your chosen outcomes. With interactive maps, real time
communication, our Medieval animators, as well as great fun and some serious
competition, our iChallenge is THE 21st century treasure hunt!.

Learning outcomes
This unique treasure hunt is an original and fun way of exploring Malta’s historical
treasures It is also a great event that exercises people’s ability to work together as
a team. Successful completion of the event depends on teamwork, keen
observation and creativity.

Key business benefits
▪ Memorable Destination Activity
▪ Stimulates Creativity
▪ Problem Solving
▪ Communication Skills
▪ Encourages strategic thinking

Festa
General Setting

Aspects of local
folklore
experienced
through music and
dance, crafts and
laughs… the
colours of a
Maltese ‘festa’ or
fiesta!

▪

Outdoors: Utilised as a welcome area, the outdoor spaces are adorned
with fire-bowls and decorated with typical ‘festa’ decorations – flags,
festoon and garland.

▪

Indoors: Traditional artisans set up their stalls around the dining hall:
‘qubbajd’ (nougat) as a sweet delicacy; others are involved in a display
and works demonstration of local crafts, such as: silver filigree, wicker,
lace, limestone, loom-weaving and cheroots production. Table
centrepieces on long tables are: prickly-pear palm topped with an
edible bunch of grapes and surrounded by edible shelled peanuts with
two small candles in glass holders.

Programme Outline
Welcome
Guests receive a warm welcome by a
ten-piece typical village brass band
playing merry tunes and a team of eight
folk characters creating a tunnel of
ribbons. Once all guests arrive, the brass
band and the folk characters keep
guests in good company whilst guests
are enjoying their welcome drinks and
bites until the time comes to escort
them to the dining area.

Fire & Ice
As you mingle with guests while making your way through mouth-watering
canapés and cold refreshing drinks, daring fire jugglers help you break the
ice. A very unique cocktail bar will be serving innovative drinks using
molecular mixology which blends physics and chemistry to revolutionise
the tastes and mixtures of beverages.
Chilling out in a fire and ice-clad surroundings, fire bowls light up the
venue.
The light up bar and light bistro tables add that chilling factor, red
uplighters add warmth and further intelligent lights project a warm glow..
A chill out area is set up with white puffs and rattan seating, for those who
would like to mingle and absorb the surrounding atmosphere in the most
relaxed of ways.

Add that cool tinge
to a hot summer
day with our Fire
and Ice Themed
Event

Performances
A fire juggler greets the guests outside the venue by juggling and playing
with fire. Stationed around the entrance pathway, there is a Saxophone
solo player dressed in black with a white tie and black hat.
The saxophone player then joins the Naked Versatile Brass Band which
continues to entertain the guests with live jazz music and interact with the
guests.
Meanwhile, a team of entertainers including a table-hopping magician and
caricature/portrait artist are amusing guests with their tricks and talent.
Many guests would surely get involved in all the thrill of close-up magic;
singing with Roaming Band and others will take back home their own
caricature/portrait as a memento.

Half-way through, guests are treated to a captivating show – With swinging
bellies and dancing flames, the female performers stroll around the tables
moving to the rhythm; whilst the fire juggler adds that extra flare to the
scene.
A burst of music and lights then introduces a change of scene – the whole
Brass Versatile Brass Band will start playing with the tune of Peter Gunn.….
The Versatile Brass Band will walk on stage and the partying starts.
After 45 minutes of high powered swing music the DJ joins in playing
together with the Band creating good fusion between swing and dance
music, many would surely find the DJ music too tempting. And the DJ
makes sure to keep it going… spinning one dance beat after another till the
end of the evening.
At any point decided by the client, the guests are treated to a captivating
Fire works display

Dust off your bellbottoms and throw
on your love
beads...it’s time for
a Groovy Flower
Power Party!

Guests will be
greeted by
animators and
dancers for the
welcome drink,
followed by a live
band during dinner
service and a
groovy 1960’s
atmosphere for the
after
party.

Flower Power
General Setting & Technical
▪ A red carpet with various flower petals is laid along the entrance
pathway that leads into the welcome area.
▪ A theme related photo wall together with props will serve as a backdrop
for guests to take photos and delve in the 1960’s.
▪ The dining hall is lit up with coloured lights to gives the place a groovy
glow. Strobe lights / lave lamps and light-up furniture are set up around
the venue to create an instant psychedelic vibe. A pa system is set up for
the live band.
▪ Dining table is laid out with linen, coloured tableware and other
decorations to fit the theme.
▪ Hippie flags, Peace, Love & Happiness banners, hanging/ swirl
decorations, flower garlands, hanging instruments, Hippie Van/ Juke box
cut outs are amongst the props used to decorate the venue giving it the
grooviest feeling.

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪ Stationed at the entrance there will be two groovettes in costume and
on roller skates welcoming the guests and giving out groovy accessories
including headbands, sunglasses, hats etc. for guests to wear.
▪ After the welcome drink, the guests are guided to the dining area by the
hosts.

Dinner
▪ Live music played by the band, greets the guests once they step inside. It
is the music that will keep guests entertained throughout the dinner
along with some projections relating to the era.
▪ The place will be decorated with props from the era, yet keeping it lavish.
▪ After Dessert, the band will start playing a little bit more up-beat to
introduce a change of scene and prepare the guests for the after party.
▪ The guests will then warm up to the party vibe and can then move to the
party area

After Party
▪ After dinner guests will move to the lounge area where there will be the
DJ, projections on a wall, low smoke, decorative props and light effects.

Halloween Party
General Setting & Technical

Guests are greeted
by two hooded
animators bearing
torches at the gate
before immersing
themselves in the
eeriness of a
graveyard. The
animators will
guide them
through the first
part until they get
to the dining room
for dinner.

▪ The entrance pathway is adorned with uplighters, pumpkins and torches
that give an eerie feeling to the graveyard set up on the side. This will be
the welcome area where the guests will have their welcome drink offered
by the caterers.
▪ The next room will be a dark room filled with candles and some other
props creating a spooky atmosphere – awaiting all kinds of horrors!
▪ In the dining room there will be projections on the walls and ceiling
along with uplighters, two free standing candelabras and free standing
skeletons.
▪ The tables will be covered in white linen and black napkins (offered by
the caterers). A black runner with Halloween related props and
candelabras with tall candles will add further atmosphere to the
Halloween theme.
▪ In the lounge area then there will a projection on the wall as well as
decorative props and low smoke. Uplighters and lights with different
effects including colour changes and strobe will be added to give it a
better party effect.

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪ Stationed at the entrance there will be two animators wearing hooded
black clothes and holding torches. The guests will then proceed to the
graveyard where there will be another animator with a grim reaper
costume and they will be greeted with a welcome drink.
▪ The guests will then be guided through a walk through experience where
they will end up in a dark room filled with candles and Halloween props.

Dinner
▪ From the walk through the guests will then be guided to the dining
room which will be decorated with Halloween props, lights, projections
and candles.
▪ The décor in the dining room will give it an elegant yet eerie feeling,
mirroring the fine dining and theme.

After Party
▪ After dinner guests will move to the lounge area where there will be the
DJ, projections on a wall, low smoke, decorative props and light effects

Harem to Share
After swords-play there are daring flames, swinging bellies and a live snake
setting the mood for an after-dinner chill-out. This is when the shish-pipe
corner is open and the henna tattoo artists enter the scene for guests to
enjoy the rest of the evening in good company of live music.

General Setting & Technical

Greeted by juggled balls of fire,
guests spend the rest of the
evening listening to live Chill Out
music around a Bedouin
atmosphere.

Greeted by juggled balls
of fire, guests spend the
rest of the evening
listening to live Chill Out
music around a Bedouin
atmosphere by DJ
Music.

▪ Warming up the general atmosphere, fire-torches and bonfires are
arranged around the event area. A stage is set up at a vantage point for
the band. Ambience/stage lighting comes from thirty-two LED RGB
floods, set up in twos on a stand rigged on a platform. Music, playback
and live, is pumped through a twelve-speaker sound system.
▪ Seating comes as a mixture of styles: long tables for 200pax; Chill outstyle for 200pax – mix of pastel-coloured and white bean-bags with
assorted loose carpets around low tables with small candles & Rattan
seating.

Programme Outline
Welcome & Dinner time
▪ Approaching the event area, the attention of the guests is drawn
towards juggled balls of fire coming from a fire-juggler accompanied by
two percussion players.
▪ Playing soft dinnertime tunes, the Chill out band takes over to keep
guests in good company and so do four Henna Tattoo artists. Half-way
through, guests are treated to a captivating show – the performer
balances an array of sharp and pointed swords before he decides to
swallow some of them!
▪ Once guests seem to have had their fair share from the sweets table,
lively playback music introduces a change of scene as two belly/fire
dancers, and a snake-handler make their appearance. With swinging
bellies and dancing flames, the two female performers stroll around the
tables; handling a live snake, another female performer moves around to
the rhythm! Some guests might end up involved in the fire-play; others
get a close encounter with the live snake and get into some bellyswinging with the belly/fire dancers.

After-dinner Chill-out
▪ As soon as the show is over and coffee is served, the shish-pipe corner is
open.
▪ The Latino dance troop enters to perform a sizzling show circa 20
minutes ending by inviting some guests to join in.
▪ Surfing on the party mood, especially created by those participating in
the last dance, the band hits in with its set of upbeat tunes.

Guests are met outside
the venue by nymphs
and a high priest,
holding torches. The
way to the venue will be
decorated by fire bowls
and a red carpet. The
high priest will welcome
guests and together
with the other nymphs
and will lead guests into
venue.

Greek Themed Evening
On arrival at the venue the nymphs will give delegates a toga and a laurel
wreath headdress to wear. Alternatively the togas can be left in the hotel room
and guests will wear them before they depart. The venue will be decorated with
decadent drapes, chiffon cascades, low cushions, carpets and small tables and
delegates will be able to experience a Roman feast. Nymphs will feed grapes to
delegates and serve wine from pottery jugs.

The nymphs will interact with the guests who can join in the various photo
opportunities created for the evening. A grape pressing stand may also be set
up and guests may give this a try. To the sound of a gong, the high priest invites
guests into banqueting area.
Bacchus is sleeping at a focal point at the venue. As soon as guests are seated
the High priest invokes Bacchus and he will recount the story of wine. This is
about 5 minutes long, in English rhyme and slightly humorous.

First course is served and an illusionist in roman attire entertains guests by
performing close up tricks throughout the evening. As soon as first course is
cleared an acrobat gives a 9 minute performance. Second course is served and
cleared a belly dancer give a 10 minute performance.
Dessert and coffee are served and the same performers repeat their acts
interchanging positions.

Throughout the meal
guests are treated to an
on-going entertainment
program that revolves
around four ‘moving
pictures’, each
portraying a distinctive
era derived from the
Malta experience. It all
starts with a mystical
atmosphere, suggestive
of time travel, upon
arrival; continues with a
taste of the Medieval,
Arab and Knights
periods during dinner to
wind-up on a festive
mood in custom to the
local ‘festa’ tradition.
Then, it’s back to the
present for party time in
a sizzling club
atmosphere energised
by DJ Music.

Malta through the Ages
General Setting
Outdoors and Entrance
▪

Fire-bowls are spread around the entrance whilst a red carpet is laid in
front of the entrance.

La Vallette (lower) Hall – Welcome & Dining, & Afterparty

▪ A red curtain divides the hall into the ‘welcome area’ and ‘dining area’.
Enhancing further the ambience, freestanding candelabras (circa 2M
high, each holding 17 pillar candles) are arranged around these two
areas.
▪ Dining Area: Two rows of tables are set up at each side of the hall,
leaving the centre clear throughout so as to create a passageway for the
waves of the parading entertainment. A stage platform is rigged right at
the centre for use of some of the characters and artists performing
during dinner, in front of which is also kept clear from tables. Right
opposite the stage.
▪ After-party Area: Welcome area is transformed to the after party area
during dinner. Warming up the atmosphere, there is a set floods
arranged as up-lighters. Set at a central point, a trussing system is rigged
for the disco lighting complete with the required comprehensive
concert/disco sound system. Concert/party effects include 4 moving
heads and smoke machine. Light up bar and bistro tables are arranged
around the bar area whilst a mix of rattan sofas and bean-bags around
low tables with small candles are arranged around the lounge area.

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪

Guests are greeted by four drummers who are lined up along the red
carpet together with two torchbearers, in black long-hooded cloaks and
masks.

Medieval
▪

Once they enter the Hall, a medieval band will keep the guests company
during the welcome drink, The four member medieval band will be
performing for approx. 20 min with a repertoire of medieval inspired music.

▪

Having had enough time to enjoy their aperitifs, the medieval band will
stop playing and on that cue the four drummers parade in and stop in front
of the red curtain. To rolls played by the drummers, the two lance bearers
draw the curtain open to reveal another dim-lighted atmosphere charged
with suggestive music and candle light. Invited to enter, guests start
settling around tables.

Dinnertime
▪

Having settled around tables and served wine, dinner is served during
which a ‘moving picture’ visits guests in between courses.

Starter – The Arabs

▪ With two banner carriers leading, the Khalif is ushered in. He is accompanied
by his four personal guards and his favourite team of entertainers: four belly
dancers moving to the rhythmic playback music; the swordswallower/balancer followed by his assistant carrying the equipment.
▪ Stopping at the centre, the Khalif steps on stage and offers his entertainers
for the guests’ amusement. Roaming around the tables, the belly-dancers get
guests into a belly-swinging mood – some guests are invited to join in too!
Meanwhile, on stage, the sword swallower/balancer is performing a
captivating act involving the balancing of an array of sharp and pointed
swords before he decides to swallow some of them.
▪ Once the sword show is over, the belly-dancers return to the Khalif and they
all exit.

Main Course – The Knights

▪ Under the patronage of a noble couple, an entourage of ceremonial guards
parades in composed of: two trumpeters, two drummers and two flag
bearers. The guards fall in around stage and the noble couple proceed on
stage. Announced, the grand master enters in escort of the captain of the
guards and his troop of two lance bearers followed by two pageboys carrying
all that it takes for the ensuing ceremony.
▪ The grand master delivers his short greetings followed by his message read
out by the noble man that comes to its conclusion by inviting guests to stand
up and join hands in order to receive the grand master’s blessings. Having
bestowed his blessings (recital of prayer in Latin), the knighting ceremony is
announced and the ‘chosen ones’ are called out to be vested before… feeling
the tap of the grand sword on their shoulders… presented with the knights
cross pendant and the knighting certificate… receive the grand master’s
embrace and a round of applause from their peers. The grand master delivers
his winding-up speech ending with a ‘bon appetite’ and takes his exit. All
others follow.

Dessert – The Maltese

▪ Zepp & Grezz, two typical traditional characters, burst into the hall to the
festive marching tunes played by a typical ten-piece village brass band that
follows them. Other six folk characters (members of the folk dance team)
come out cheerleading behind the brass band. Having paraded along the
dining area, the band and characters stop near the stage. On stage, Zepp &
Grezz encourages guests to join in the cheerleading in the next marching
tune played by the brass band after which the band parades out.
▪ Zepp & Grezz introduce the dessert and leave it all the able hands of the
team of table-hoppers. The six cheerleaders are joined by two musicians,
piano accordion and tambourine – performing dance routines

Party Time
▪ After coffee and dessert, guests are invited to the after-party area where they
will dance the night away to the sounds of the DJ. Hanging around the
prevailing club atmosphere, some might linger longer than others around the
bars or at the lounge but many would surely find the DJ music too tempting

Masquerade Ball
General Setting
▪ A Red carpet is laid along the entrance leading into the welcome area
whilst amber or purple coloured uplighters set the venue ambience.
▪ The dining hall is lit up with the same coloured lights to give the place a
mysterious setting, whilst sheers, fairy lights and 17-pilar candelabras
(circa 2m high) and an ice sculpture featuring the company logo, serve
to enhance the elegant setting around the venue.
▪ The Dining tables are laid out with Black / Gold linen (to be provided by
the caterer) and are enriched with elegant centrepieces completed with
candles, masks, beads and feathers.

Immerse yourselves in an
evening of mystery… Guests
get to hide their ‘true
identity’ by wearing masks
and other disguises and
often elegant, historical or
fantastic costumes whilst
enjoying an enchanting
evening.

Programme Outline
Welcome & Dinner time
▪ Approaching the event area, the guests pass by human statues dressed
in immaculate period costumes and are welcomed by hosts, also dressed
in theme who distribute masks.
▪ The attention of the guests is drawn towards juggled balls of fire coming
from a fire-juggler and a gymnast performing acrobatics.
▪ Playing soft tunes, a harpist keeps the guests in good company during
the welcome drink.
▪ A band which features a violinist that sets the theme, takes over to keep
guests in virtuous company during dinner. Half-way through, guests are
treated to a captivating show – A group of dancers in costumes gather
around and dance to The Minuet or Masquerade.
▪ Optional: A short Waltz masterclass can also be available for guests to
enjoy prior to dinner being served.

After-dinner Chill-out
▪ As soon as the performance is over and coffee is served, the band or a
DJ spruce up the music to an up-beat party mode enticing guests to
party the night away. And who knows? Perhaps reveal their identity!

Optional Activity
Why not add an activity during the day that will combine perfectly with the
theme?
Crescendo

Crescendo’s unique approach generates amazing results even when participants
have no previous musical experience. Instructors assign team members one of two
classical string instruments the violin or the viola. Then, they quickly teach them
the basics of playing and learning their part in a custom made composition. At
the end, with the accompaniment of a bespoke backing track, the two sections
make beautiful music together.

Learning outcomes
Few individuals can learn to play classical music in under an hour, but a team of
people working in synergy can. In today’s fast paced, ever changing business
climate it is vital that team members are able to quickly adapt their skills to
maintain the effectiveness of the team to both act and react with optimal speed
and efficiency. Team work and efficient communication skills is paramount and
Crescendo teaches all these skills and more in an experiential learning scenario
for lasting results.

Key business benefits
▪ Increases Communication
▪ Changes Attitudes
▪ Aligns Organisations
▪ Shared Experience

Experience the
adventure and romance
of the Middle Ages.
Travel back and
immerse yourself in a
genuine Maltese Village
environment with all the
hustle and bustle of a
typical medieval lively
celebration.

Medieval Market
Programme Outline
Welcome
Guests are greeted by an entourage of folk characters in
traditional costumes along the red carpet. High gas
torches and fire bowls light up the venue outside and the
welcome are where aperitifs are served is decorated with
festa banners.

Once welcome drinks are over guests will be escorted into
dining area where a medieval market will be setup. They
will see traditional arts and crafts in action and various
acts from folk men and women, to Peasants to medieval
acts which will make up the market.
Guests will get the opportunity to visit folkloristic stalls and watch the
artisans in action. Guests are offered: a free sample at the cigar production
stall; a free bite at the nougat stall; a tasting of olive oil and honey. For
those guests who are keen to take back home a souvenir or a gift, craft
items are offered for sale including nougat and cigars, olive oil and honey
products.
Guests will also find a team of caricature artists many guests taking back
home their sketched image, table magicians to amuse guests with the thrill
of close-up illusion and palm readers where guests can get an insight into
their future stationed around the venue. Also two duos of strolling
musicians (guitar/mandolin or 2 guitars) who keep guests in good
company throughout the meal – playing traditional and popular
international tunes, tempting guests to join in and sing.

Guests are greeted by
the Master of the House
and his entourage of
Torch Bearers in hooded
cloaks.

Mystical Night
General Setting
Welcome
▪

A round stage is set in the corner with smoke machine for the Harp
player.

Banquet Hall
▪ Warming up the atmosphere inside the banquet hall are four
freestanding candelabras (circa 2M high / holding 17 pillar candles).
Complimenting the candlelight effect is a set of par floods organised as
up-lighters around the hall. Moving heads and a smoke machine create
a hazy mystic atmosphere, serving as an impact upon entrance of group
into hall.
▪ A Jazz Band or String Quartet is set up inside the banquet hall.

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪ Arriving at the venue, guests are welcomed by the Master of the House
and his entourage in hooded cloaks.
▪ Guests are asked to follow the Master of the House to the courtyard
where aperitifs will be served and are greeted by a Harp player.
▪ Once welcome drinks are over guests are once again joined by the
Master of the House who announces that the banquet is open and
guests are kindly asked to follow him.
▪ Guests walk up the stairs and the doors to the dining room are opened
to reveal the hall drenched in a hazy atmosphere (from ‘smoke machine’)
where beams (from ‘moving heads’) seem to float in mid-air. Guests are
invited to enter.

Dinnertime
▪ The Jazz Band or String Quartet takes the spot light to keep guests in
good company throughout the evening.

Guests become
celebrities! The moment
they arrive on site, they
walk on a red carpet
controlled by security
managing the crowd.
Silhouette cut outs of
photographers and fans
along with flashing
lights and cheering
crowds SFX will give the
entrance an authentic
VIP feel. A compare will
go round guests
mingling with them and
asking them questions
just like it is done on the
red carpet in Hollywood.

Night at the Movies
General Setting
▪

A stage construction is rigged for show purposes. The Stage
construction is encased within a trussing system for the required lights,
effects and sound systems. The place will be decorated with Gold Stars
with names on them to create the Hollywood hall of fame, Disco balls
and gold helium balloons. Black and gold décor will be used
throughout to keep an elegant touch. Vignettes with film and artist
posters will give that extra touch to the venue.

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪

▪
▪

The crowds are ready to cheer on their idols and a journalist acting as
compare is ready to talk to the guests and ask them some questions.
Security personnel are seen strolling up and down the main
passageway and all around site making sure no one dares to overstep
the restricted areas.
Human tables will be serving the welcome drinks and canapés.
Guests are kept in good company by a Saxophone Player until it’s time
to invite them over to dinner

Dinner
▪

▪

Live jazz music, played by the Versatile Brass Band, greets the guests
once they step inside. It is the music that will keep guests entertained
throughout dinner roaming from one table to the other, picking guests
to sing along and compete with the other tables.
Meanwhile, a team of entertainers including a table-hopping magician
and caricature/portrait artist are amusing guests with their tricks and
talent. Many guests would surely get involved in all the thrill of closeup magic; singing with Roaming Band and others will take back home
their own caricature/portrait as a memento.

Awards & After-party

▪ After Dessert, a burst of music and lights introduces a change of scene –
the whole Brass Versatile Brass Band will start playing with the tune of
Peter Gunn.…. The Versatile Brass Band will walk on stage and the
partying starts.
▪ After 45 minutes of high powered swing music the DJ joins in playing
together with the Band creating good fusion between swing and dance
music, many would surely find the DJ music too tempting. And the DJ
makes sure to keep it going… spinning one dance beat after another till
the end of the evening

This is an evening that
recreates the thrills and
excitement of the
racecourse. Horses are
auctioned before each
race so that every table
has a horse. Then, after
all have placed their
individual bets, the race
is off. The audience
watch all the action on
the jumbo screen,
amidst loud cheers as
the thoroughbreds head
towards the finish line.
The lucky ones collect
their winnings and its
off to the next race...
You wouldn't think that
winning 'play money’
could be so much fun!! .

Night at the Races
Programme Outline
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

Organised in groups, the guests sit around tables. An amount of fun
money is deposited on each table to be distributed to each guest used
to bet on horses.
After a short explanation, the screen comes to life as the first set of
eight horses participating in the first race is introduced by a
commentary in English. The picture is ‘frozen' as the horses line up on
the start line. The Games Master declares the betting open.
Whilst this activity is taking place, the hall is buzzing with guests who
leave their tables to place their individual bets at the Cashier's Counter
manned by Tote Sellers.
Amidst shouts of support that come from the guests trapped in all the
commotion, the horses race to the finish line. And the lucky ones
collect their winnings.
Then … it starts all over again.

Phantom of the Opera
General Setting
Welcome – Palazzo Parisio Landing / Gardens

▪

Phantom of the Opera related decorations will be set in the already
glorious landing of the Palazzo

Walk-though – Sala Lombarda (Red Room)

▪ Endorsing the atmosphere, there is a set of six freestanding candelabras
(circa 2M high / holding 17 pillar candles each).
▪ The gondola from the musical will be replicated in order to serve as a
nice backdrop for guests to take photos with.

Guests receive a surprise after
another! An invitation from the
Phantom is followed by
travelling in style aboard horse
driven carriages to Palazzo
Parisio. Greeted by masked
characters, the gripping tale of
the Phantom of the Opera
unfolds in dramatic musical
numbers performed between
dishes to end in a feast of
colours. The feast continues…
with an after party in the cellars!

Dining Area – Ballroom

▪ A four-speaker sound system caters for amplification of electronic baby
grand piano; two main singers. A show enhancement lighting system is
set up around the hall: LED RGB floods on base plates; 2 moving heads
on boxes; smoke machine.
▪ Tabletop Candelabra (5 short pillar candles together with Bouquets of
Roses), surrounded with a spread of red rose petals and leaves mix on a
sequenced runner, are table centrepieces. Menus are printed on
parchment paper, scrolled in black ribbon (Alternatively we can also have
a red rose with a black ribbon nicely resting on each plate).
Linen to be provided by caterer should be either red and black or black and white.

Clubbing Area – Cellars

▪ Small candles adorn the stairways. The four chambers are warmed-up
with ambience lighting & LED RGB pars.
▪ Disco sound and lights systems are set up in the main chamber. The
middle chamber is arranged with white cushions/Puffs and loose carpets
around low tables with small candles – more cushions are randomly
spread around the main and the entrance chambers.

Programme Outline
Warmup
▪

▪

▪

The butler awaiting the arrival of the guests at the Palazzo will be opening the
door as they enter. Carrying a staff, giving him the air of the ‘master of the
house’, another character stands indoors near the entrance. A violinist is in the
landing playing sombre melodies.
Further in, catering staff (ideally wearing masks as well) will be awaiting the
guests with aperitifs and canapés while the violinist joins in to keep the general
atmosphere charged with the ‘mystical’ vibe by playing tunes from the
Phantom of the Opera until the master of the house appears to announce that
“the master is waiting”. Invited to follow, guests will walk up the stairs to the
Ballroom.
The master of the house stops near the central door of the ballroom, guarded
by two of the masked characters. Banging his staff, the other two characters
pull the doors open to the powerful chords of the title track of the musical
played by the pianist positioned inside the hall. Guests walk in and start
settling around the tables as the pianist plays a medley from the musical until…

Dinner & Show Time
▪

▪

▪
▪

Soon as all guests settle down, the pianist hits again the powerful chords of the
title track that prompts the appearance of the Phantom who welcomes his
guests to ‘his theatre’! Wishing all a pleasant meal, he is about to disappear
again when he is stopped short in his retreating steps by a female voice!
The attention shifts towards the opposite direction where Christine has just
entered. Singing the opening verses of the title track The Phantom of the
Opera, she seems to be in a state of confusion trying to understand the
meaning of the red rose with a black ribbon she holds in her hands. Soon, her
confusion turns into one of surprise when the Phantom joins her in the first
chorus. In the duet that follows, the two characters communicate their feelings
as they move around the table. The two characters meet to sing ensemble the
climatic end of the first track.
First course is served. Meanwhile, as happens throughout the meal, the pianist
keeps guests in good company playing dinnertime tunes.
The two characters return to interpret their solo pieces. Christine’s Think of Me
right after table is cleared from first course and the Phantom’s Music of the
Night before the main course is served.

Programme Outline
Finale
▪ Soon as dessert is served, a team of jovial characters dressed in colourful
costumes and carrying masks on sticks burst into the hall with loud
cheerleading! Invited to follow, guests are taken into Sala Lombarda where
coffee is served.
▪ Once all guests are served, the characters assemble around the grand piano
(in-house) where the pianist has now taken his place. Accompanied by the
pianist, the jovial characters interpret the song Masquerade in their semiclassical choral voices.
▪ As the song draws to an end, two other characters walk in separately and join
the group. Facing each other, they slowly put down the masks on stick they
have so far kept in front of their faces. Christine and Raul (same singer who
played the Phantom) beam at each other with the power of love. The choir
freezes in position as the two interpret All I Ask of You.
▪ Soon as the duet ends, Christine and Raul walk out of the hall hand-in-hand.
Once they exit, the choir unfreezes and sings again the last phrase of
Masquerade with the previous verve. Having finished singing, the choir starts
humming the tune as they walk out of scene.
▪ But it’s not over yet! The characters return and start distributing masks to the
guests, who are then invited to follow. Out of the Sala Lombarda and down the
stairs, characters and guests arrive at the Cellars.

Clubbing
▪

Guests walk into a vibrant ‘club’ environment, charged by DJ music. Some
guests let go on the dance floor; others prefer hanging around the bar area;
others choose the cosy chill-out seating or the loose cushions. Whatever
guests decide to do, the DJ keeps the party going.

Pirate Night
General Setting

Ending up in the hands
of the pirates, guests
have no choice but to
dress up for the
occasion!
Captain Jack and his
pirates play hosts for
the kick-start of
evening. Then, guests
feast on their stomachs
as much on their spirits,
in good company of
talented crew!

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fire bowls are arranged along the entrance.
Pirates’ flags and small banners are placed around the venue.
Treasure chests filled with gold add that pirate feel.
Table centre-pieces on long tables consist of candles in glass vases, old
wine and liquor bottles covered with candle wax drippings and a
spread of sea-shells in order to set the tone.
Set around the dance party area, light bar counter & bistro tables add
an exotic touch

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪
▪
▪

Having received a warm welcome by Captain Jack upon arrival, guests
are invited to follow him into the venue
Entering the venue, the guests’ attention is drawn towards various
pirates gambling, drinking and playing percussions.
Greeted by staff offering aperitifs, guests enjoy their drinks as much as
the percussions…

Dinner & Party Time
▪ Bidding all a pleasant meal, Captain Jack invites the band to take over
who are soon joined by a team of table-hoppers: a henna tattoo artist,
two palm readers and two magicians.
▪ Half-way through the meal, a performer balances an array of sharp and
pointed swords before he decides to swallow some of them!
▪ Once dinner is over guests are invited to dance and enjoy the party.

Optional Activity
Why not add an activity during the day that will combine perfectly with the
theme?
Battle at Sea
Participants are split on two gullets the Pirates and the Knights. Whilst sailing to
Comino, both groups start preparing their ammunition for the great attack to
happen near Comino. Participants have to fill up bio degradable balloons with sea
water. Each gullet will be equipped with three man slingshots and a lot of bio
degradable balloons. These catapults are capable of firing objects over 1/3rd of a
mile.

Learning outcomes
Once we get to Comino, all the action starts, as Pirates and Knights have to throw
water filled balloons to each other .Each gullet will have targets (made of tissue
paper) placed all over it. Teams have to aim at these targets to destroy them. The
team who manages to destroy the opponents’ targets in the shortest time will be
declared the winning team.

Key business benefits
▪ Shared Experience
▪ Breaks the Ice
▪ Memorable Destination Activity

Pop of Colour
Guests receive a red (purple) carpet treatment upon arrival, before
immersing themselves in colour!
Greeted by 3 LED Jugglers for the Welcome Drink, Followed by a Live
Roving Jazz band, then, it’s time to let go to the sounds of a 22 piece Brass
Band & DJ music as the finale.

Welcome
▪ Guests are kept in good company by the LED Jugglers (20 minutes) and
background music, until it’s time to invite them over to dinner. This is
when the guests are invited to walk in the dining hall.

Dinner

Sometimes all you need
is a splash of Colour!

▪ A set of freestanding candelabra (circa 2M high / holding 17 pillar
candles each) enhance the ambience of the hall that is warmed-up by
wireless up-lighters.
▪ Acrylic Candelabras with light-up bases will serve as table centre pieces
and also add an innovative touch to the décor.
▪ Live jazz music, played by the Naked Versatile Brass Band, greets the
guests once they step inside. It is the music that will keep guests
entertained throughout dinner roaming from one table to the other,
picking guests to sing along and compete with the other tables.
▪ Meanwhile, a team of entertainers including a table-hopping magician
and caricature/portrait artist are amusing guests with their tricks and
talent. Many guests would surely get involved in all the thrill of close-up
magic; singing with Roaming Band and others will take back home their
own caricature/portrait as a memento.

Afterparty
▪ After Dessert, a burst of music and lights introduces a change of scene –
the whole Brass Versatile Brass Band will start playing with the tune of
Peter Gunn.…. Guests are invited to after party areas where the Versatile
Brass Band will walk on stage and the partying starts.
▪ The light up bar and light bistro tables add that chilling factor, red
uplighters add warmth and further intelligent lights project a warm
glow..
▪ A chill out area is set up for the after party with white benches and
coloured cushions.
▪ After 45 minutes of high powered swing music the DJ joins in playing
together with the Band creating good fusion between swing and dance
music,, many would surely find the DJ music too tempting. And the DJ
makes sure to keep it going… spinning one dance beat after another till
the end of the evening.

Under Water
General Setting
Guests spend the evening underwater! Whilst they are satisfying their
stomachs, live dinnertime music and table-hoppers keep guests in good
company, a swords-show included. And when spirits start running high,
flamenco dancers get guests into a party mood. This is when the band
goes upbeat!

Welcome Area - outdoors

▪ Dedicated as a ‘welcome area’, the jetty is warmed up by a set of firebowls and four LED RGB floods.

Dinner & Party Area - indoors
▪ For the purpose of projecting underwater footage, a screen and a
projector are rigged on the outside of each of four of the bay windows
of the hall – panelling is erected on the outside to mask the equipment.
The hall is organised into two zones: dining and dancing.
▪ Dining Area: Warming-up the atmosphere, a set of twelve up-lighters are
set around this zone whilst a PA system is set up to cater for playback
show music. A small platform is set up for one of the dinnertime show
spots. Table centrepieces consist of a water bowls with live goldfish,
surrounded by a spread of seashells and small candles.
▪ Party Zone: A five-piece band, complete with its own dedicated sound
system, sets up on a platform. Rigged on a U-truss, eight LED RGB pars
cater for stage & dance lighting whilst two moving heads are placed on
boxes. Creating an exotic touch, eight light-up bistro tables are arranged
around this zone.

Programme Outline
Welcome & Dinnertime
▪ Approaching the event area, the attention of the guests is drawn
towards juggled balls of fire coming from two fire-jugglers. Offered
aperitifs upon arrival, guests enjoy the seaside atmosphere as much as
the fire-play enhanced by live saxophone music. When the time comes,
the two fire-jugglers and saxophonist escort guests towards the hall.
▪ Soft dinnertime tunes, played by the band, keeps guests in good
company throughout dinner. So do a team of table-hoppers: two
magicians – amusing all with the thrill of close-up illusion; two
caricature/portrait artists – some guests taking back home their sketched
image.
▪ Half-way through the meal, guests are treated to a captivating balancing
show of an array of sharp and pointed swords before the performer
decides to swallow some of them!
▪ Once coffee is served, playback music introduces a change of scene as
six flamenco dancers make their appearance to perform an emotionallycharged dance show.

Party Time
▪ Surfing on the party mood generated by the flamenco dancers, the band
hits in the first from a series of dance party tunes. And the band keeps
the party going and guests on their feet.

Greeted by a fire
juggler, guests spend
the rest of the evening
around a White Bedouin
atmosphere –gazebos
set up with long-lowwhite-covered tables
and cushioned benches,
produce a trendy
upbeat flair and are
exclusively designed for
guests to sit
comfortably and mingle
whilst enjoying their
dinner and catching the
groove. The LED
atmospheric lighting
attached to the gazebos
add-on the minimalistic
but magical effect!

White Night
General Setting
▪

Warming up the general atmosphere, fire-bowls are arranged around
the event area. Ambience/Stage lighting comes from LED RGB
floods/pars. Injecting an exotic touch, there are: Light up bistro tables
and ambience Lighting.

Programme Outline
A Welcome & Dinnertime
▪

Approaching the event area, the attention of the guests is drawn
towards a fire-juggler. Offered aperitifs upon arrival, guests enjoy the
seaside atmosphere as much as the fire-play.

▪

Guests sit down around the low tables to enjoy the meal. Half-way
through, fire & belly dancers, fire throwers and more fire jugglers make
their appearance. With swinging bellies and flames, the two female
performers stroll around. Some guests might end up involved in the
fire-play; some do not think twice to accept the belly dancers’
invitation to have a go at belly-swinging!

Winter Wonderland
Put on your best dress to experience a night of sheer elegance. Enter into
the idyllic scenes of a Winter Wonderland with Ice white Christmas trees
and snow machines. Dramatic lighting effects set against spectacular winter
backdrops create subtle changes in atmosphere; drawing you into the
warm glows of Christmas whilst giving you a hint of that chill factor. You
can enjoy a repertoire of jazz music from the band. From cool,
sophisticated centre pieces that stir the imagination to warm culinary
delights that tingle the taste buds; all is beautifully put together to capture
the true spirit of Christmas…
After dinner; head to the bar for a chilling shot of vodka or straight to the
dance floor as our Band plays some festive classics.

Let it snow! With a
magical Winter
Wonderland themed
event

Programme Outline
A Welcome & Dinnertime
▪

Approaching the event area, the attention of the guests is drawn
towards a fire-juggler. Offered aperitifs upon arrival, guests enjoy the
seaside atmosphere as much as the fire-play.

▪

Guests sit down around the low tables to enjoy the meal. Half-way
through, fire & belly dancers, fire throwers and more fire jugglers make
their appearance. With swinging bellies and flames, the two female
performers stroll around. Some guests might end up involved in the
fire-play; some do not think twice to accept the belly dancers’
invitation to have a go at belly-swinging!

1920 Speakeasy
Guests receive a red
carpet (dark shade of red)
treatment upon arrival,
before immersing
themselves in the 1920’s
prohibition era!

They will be greeted by
animators and dancers
for the welcome drink,
followed by a live jazz
trio during dinner
service and a nice
1920’s atmosphere at
the after party.
*Car models depend on
availability.

General Setting
▪
▪
▪
▪

A red carpet is laid along the entrance pathway that leads into the
welcome area.
A brick photo wall together with props will serve as a backdrop for
guests to take photos and delve in the 1920’s.
The dining hall is warmed up by ambience lighting and a PA system is
set up for the live jazz trio.
The Dining table is laid out with linen, red or black tableware and other
decorations to fit the theme.

Programme Outline
Welcome
▪ The guests will be greeted by a butler who will hand them an invite for the party
giving the guests a hint of what to expect. The butler will guide guests onboard
vintage cars of the era, which will then drive them to the venue.
▪ Guests will be provided with something from the era to wear during the
evening, which they can later keep as a memento.
▪ Stationed around the entrance pathway, there is a Saxophone solo player
dressed in an elegant suit from the era and black hat, surrounded by Dancers
that swing along to the music.
▪ The welcome drinks should be served in little teacups and saucers and the
canapés in silver platters in order to fit the 1920’s customs (this will need to be
liaised with the caterer).
▪ A Charleston dance contest will then be held for the guests, where the winner
will be rewarded with a gift.
▪ After Charleston competition, the dancers will invite guests into the dining
room.

Dinner
▪ Live jazz music, greets the guests once they step inside. It is the music that will
keep guests entertained throughout along with a projection of a silent movie.
▪ The place will be decorated with props from the era, yet keeping it lavish.
▪ After Dessert, the trio will introduce a change of scene and play some up-beat
tunes, preparing the guests for the after party.

Party
▪ Guests walk through a gold foil curtain to enter the party area.
▪ The place will be decorated accordingly with a wooden bar, old liquor bottles
and more props such as balloon bouquets with music notes printed on them.
▪ The guests will then dance the night away in this ‘prohibited’ speakeasy venue.
▪ As soon as coffee is served, the party zone comes to life with an explosion of
sound and lights. Guests spend the rest of the evening in a vibrant ‘club’
environment energized by DJ music.

Optional Activity
Why not add an activity during the day that will put guests into the 1920’s
spirit?
▪ Teams are armed with an iPad and a backpack which includes the items that will
help them in the quest to Escape the Mob.
▪ Escape the Mob uses a variety of Escape Room puzzles including ciphers,
symbol swapping alpha puzzles, searching for objects in images, riddles, pattern
identification, strange smells, mysterious sounds and more! Teams have 90
minutes to complete the challenges and work out who stole the diamonds,
whilst experiencing the treasures of your chosen city/location
Is your team ready to take the challenge?

Learning outcomes
Escape the Mob combines all the interactivity and real time scoring of Go
Team app with popular Escape Room Challenges Test your team’s collaborative
problem solving skills, discover hidden items, solve challenging puzzles, and
unlock amazing secrets.

Key business benefits
▪ Memorable Destination Activity
▪ Stimulates Creativity

▪ Problem Solving
▪ Communication Skills
▪ Encourages strategic thinking

